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20K NON-STEER



Link® 20K
Non-Steer
The 20K Lift Axle, for tag or pusher 

positions, incorporates several patented 

features for easier installation, increased 

stability and durable performance. The 

patented, interchangeable ride height 

brackets allow the installer to manage 

inventory dollars and still offer a lift axle 

for nearly any truck. The separate brackets 

allow the user to easily move the lift axle 

to a different truck. The compact mounting 

envelope (24.6’’) combined with the 

optional integrated air control system saves 

valuable frame rail space. The separate 

ride height brackets and pre-plumbed 

integrated air control kit can save 2-3 hours 

of installation time.

The Non-Steer Lift Axle is also available in  

13K or 17K capacity. The unique design 

allows 11’’ to 15’’ of ride height and 15’’ of 

travel, making it outstanding for tag position 

applications encountering uneven terrain. 

The direct arm to axle connection increases 

stability and reduces maintenance. 

Please call or visit our website for more 

information on our lower capacity non-steer 

capacities.

SWIFT MOUNT 
TECHNOLOGY
Link’s brackets reduce 
installation time by up to 
20%, and with just 4 sets 
in inventory, you can install 
any Link Lift Axle.

OPTIONAL   
AIR CONTROL KIT
Optional pre-plumbed 
integrated air system 
significantly reduces 
installation time as well as 
saving frame rail space.

STRAIGHT OR DROP 
CENTER AXLES
For maximum lift and clearance 
the 20K is available with 
6” or 9” drop center axles 
or straight. 

FOUR RIDE HEIGHTS AND TRAILER MOUNTS AVAILABLE
20K Non-Steer interchangeable frame brackets and adjustable hanger brackets allow one base 
unit to fit most standard truck chassis configurations: 7”-9.5”, 9”-11.5”, 11”-13.5”13”-15.5”. 
Trailer mounts are available for 15-19.5’’ ride heights.

Note: All the weights are for the base suspension with hubs and drums, but does not include frame bracket kits, air kits, wheels, or tires. The envelope is the 
measurement from the center of the spindle to the front edge of the front frame bracket with the suspension at the middle of the ride height.

SPECIFICATION

WEIGHT (BASE UNIT) 1,129 LBS

ENVELOPE 24.3 INCHES

RIDE HEIGHT 7 - 15.5 INCHES

20K SELF-STEER

STRAIGHT AXLE [FOR TAG POSITION] 8A000451

6” DROP CENTER AXLE [FOR PUSHER POSITION] 8A000452

9” DROP CENTER AXLE [FOR PUSHER POSITION] 8A000454

STRAIGHT AXLE [FOR 77.5’’ TRACK] 8A000455

6” DROP CENTER AXLE [FOR 77.5’’ TRACK] 8A000456

SUSPENSION ONLY 8A000457
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